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DESCRIPTION

73122

Moutard Champ Persin

REG. PRICE SALE PRICE
$36.99

DISCOUNT %

N/A

N/A

"Ripe Gala apple, peach and guava fruit notes lead the way in this juicy version, backed by mouthwatering acidity and a fine, creamy bead.
Delivers hints of candied almond, ginger, kumquat and coconut." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 92pts

73155

2002 Salon

$400.00

N/A

N/A

"The 2002 is a huge, dense wine loaded with fruit. All of the classic Salon citrus, slate and floral notes are present, but it is the wine's superb
textural richness that stands out most. Even though I have not followed my own advice, I suggest readers to plan on cellaring the 2002 for a
good number of years. Because of its density and depth, I expect the 2002 will develop into a fairly exotic, voluptuous Champagne, within the
context of Salon, of course." - Reviewed by: Vinous - 96pts

73801

2007 Agrapart & Fils Extra Brut Blanc de Blancs Mineral

$99.99

N/A

N/A

"As usual for this bottling, originating with two neighboring 40-year-old parcels in Avize near the communal line with Cramant, and vinified
roughly half-each in tank and cask, Agrapart’s 2007 Extra Brut Blanc de Blancs Mineral is only coming onto the market this fall in France,
and the bottle I tasted in June – with a written-over 2006 label – had been disgorged in January of this year solely for purposes of press
tastings. Pleasantly piquant aromatic suggestions of sourdough yeasts, toasted buckwheat and lemon rind have their persistently stimulating
counterpart on a strikingly delicate and nuanced palate, with stone, chalk, salt and smoke accenting fresh apple and winter pear. With time, a
more caressing textural side emerged. The sense of salivary gland stimulation in the lingering finish is extremely active, and combined with
tactile impingements of chalk, radish, lemon rind and active yeasts (figuratively speaking, of course). This is certainly less obviously
multi-faceted and energetic than the corresponding “Terroirs” bottling, but utterly intriguing, impressively refined, and likely to merit at
least a half dozen years of attention." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 93pts

73785

Ulysse Collin Extra Brut Blanc de Blancs Les Perrieres

$79.99

N/A

N/A

"Greenish yellow. Pungent aromas of fresh pear, tangerine, toasty lees and iodine, with a suave floral overtone. Sappy orchard and citrus
fruit flavors pack a serious punch and are lifted and sharpened by building smoky minerality. This blanc de blancs Champagne acts a lot like
a serious Chablis .Weighty and focused on the persistent finish, leaving floral, mineral and sweet citrus notes behind." - Reviewed by:
International Wine Cellar - 93pts

73690

2011 Cedric Bouchard Inflorescence Blanc de Noirs Val Vilaine

$59.99

N/A

N/A

"Full of flourishes and opulence yet at the same time, so impressively detailed in its expression of crisp fruit, a giant bouquet of wildflowers
and minerals. This blanc de noirs flaunts all the power, richness, exoticism of the Pinot grape." - Reviewed by: Producer

73048

2004 Dom Ruinart Brut

$140.00

N/A

N/A

"The 2004 Dom Ruinart is seriously beautiful. A vivid, captivating Champagne, the 2004 flows across the palate with gorgeous, crystalline
fruit and superb balance. Lemon, pastry, apple and white flowers are all layered into the finish. A model of total elegance, the 2004 is a wine
for the patient. It won't be ready to deliver maximum pleasure for a number of years, even though it is absolutely dazzling today. The 2004 is
69% Chardonnay from the Côtes des Blancs and 31% Chardonnay from the Montagne de Reims." - Reviewed by: Vinous - 96pts

73123

2007 Moutard Cuvee 6 Cepages

$49.99

N/A

"This unique mix of all six of the region's indigenous grape varieties -- Pinot Noir, Chardonnay, Pinot Meunier, Pinot Blanc, Petit Meslier and
Arbane -- creates a delightfully fragrant and floral wine with exceptional depth. A fascinating and alluring Champagne." - Reviewed by:
Producer

Some prices are only valid with Binny's Card * Selection varies by location * Shop early for best selection * Quantities are limited to stock on hand * No rain checks * All bottles 750mL unless otherwise stated

N/A

